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The Challenge
Burke Beverage has been a family-owned and operated beverage 
distributor providing world-class service in the beverage industry 
since 1979. Patrick Fitzgerald, the Space Management and Quality 
Assurance Manager, has been with Burke Beverage for over four 
years and inherited the company’s LMS, Thinkzoom, when he took 
on the job.

When Patrick arrived at Burke Beverage, safety training was 
not organized and Thinkzoom was under-utilized. He wanted 
to change the company’s safety training culture from reactive 
to proactive. Patrick’s challenge was implementing training 
requirements that would fit the busy schedules of his often out-
of-office employees who didn’t have full-time access to a desktop 
computer. Through Thinkzoom’s easily accessible, mobile, and 
comprehensible training content, Patrick was able to create a 
revamped training program that put awareness and prevention at 
the forefront.
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As a beverage distribution company, Burke 
Beverage put a lot of focus on the importance of 
safety, but Patrick felt that the training needed to 
reflect that mentality. While Burke had not had 
any major safety incidents, he wanted to make 
safety training more proactive. When Patrick 
got his start as a safety trainer, it was the other 
way around: safety training was purely a reactive 
event.
  
Thinkzoom helped Patrick kickstart the cultural 
change around safety. The easily accessible 
courses, selection of topics, and the ability to 

Many of Burke Beverage’s employees work 
in a warehouse or on-the-road sales setting, 
which doesn’t give employees a lot of time 
to complete a training session at a desktop 
computer or in a classroom. Burke’s workforce 
also had a varying comfort level with technology. 
Thinkzoom provided a simple and easy way for 
employees to access training content, whether 
at a desktop computer or on mobile devices. 
 
From an admin perspective, Thinkzoom made 
it easy for Patrick to assign deadlines and 
schedule content to be due when it was most 
relevant. “We were catering content to topics 
that were relevant at that time of year. For 

Creating a Culture of Prevention

 Thinkzoom provided a 
simple and easy way for 

employees to access 
training content on a 

desktop or mobile device.

User-Friendly Platform

Courses were helping learners become aware of easily 
preventable accidents and keeping everyone as safe as possible.

make department-specific groups provided 
him with the perfect tool to get employees 
to take their training. The result was a major 
cultural buy-in from employees. The courses 
were helping them become aware of easily 
preventable accidents and keeping everyone 
as safe as possible. Employees were even going 
back and watching videos after the initial training 
event to get a refresher on best-practices or 
reference a particular concept within a video 
course. The result was exactly what Patrick had 
hoped for: a company-wide proactive attitude 
towards safety training.

example, we assigned “Driving in Hot Weather” to 
be completed by April, before the hottest parts of 
the year,” explained Patrick. “We’re trying to get as 
much safety information up-front as possible and 
it pays off.” By putting courses into department-
specific groups, content was easy for Patrick to 
organize and easy for employees to find. 
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Relevant Content

With a workforce of busy employees with 
varying responsibilities, Patrick knew that any 
training that he administered would have to fit 
into their busy schedules. “We needed training 
that wasn’t too short, but that was to the point,” 
Patrick said. Thinkzoom’s ability to create 
groups, choose courses for a group, and assign 
deadlines makes it easy for employees to 
understand what courses they need to take, 
where they can find them, and when they 
need to complete them. The microlearning 
format and ability to access training from mobile 
devices kept employees where they were most 
needed – out of the office selling!
 

Patrick’s needs were focused on safety training, 
but the wide array of topics that Thinkzoom 
offered got the attention of other parts of the 
company as well. He was able to customize 
the platform to fit the needs of different 
departments within the organization by making 
more groups, such as groups of courses for 
directors, marketing, executives, warehouse 
managers, and more! This allowed him to put 
each department’s relevant training content 
in a place they could easily find it. After having 
such success with safety training, the sales team 
started engaging in business skills training, and 
sales managers started using customer service 
and sales topics to train new employees.

Thinkzoom’s ability to create groups, choose courses 
for a group, and assign deadlines makes it easy for 

employees to understand what courses they need to 
take, where they can find them, and when they need 

to complete them.
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Since Burke Beverage embraced a culture of 
preventative safety training, employees have 
proactively engaged with training content and 
made safety a top-of-mind topic. Employees 
are engaging and re-engaging with content 
as-needed and putting the safety of 
themselves and others first. Patrick’s success 
with safety training inspired other departments 
to adopt more proactive training, and the result 
is a company culture that puts employees’ 
safety first.

Summary of Success

Embraced a culture 
of preventative 
safety training 

Employees actively 
engaged with training 

content, even after initial 
training event 

Accessible training for 
employees without 

access to computers

Success with safety 
training inspired 

other departments to 
expand training

The Result 

Since 2004, ej4 has delivered the unexpected in eLearning. Our unique style of microlearning 
videos combines traditional instructional design with adult learning theories, delivered via 
contemporary video design methods. Our modern learning management system is simple, intuitive 
and mobile so employees have the freedom to learn anywhere, anytime. 

Sign up for a free 15-
day trial of Thinkzoom

Contact us for a demo
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Burke Beverage 
embraced a culture 

of preventative 
safety training.

https://www.ej4.com/contact-us
https://signup.thinkzoom.com/



